The conformational change exhibited by proteins at liquid interfaces, such as the airwater and oil-water interfaces, has long been of interest, both for understanding protein structure outside of native environments and for applications in areas including food technology and pharmaceuticals. Using molecular simulation this paper studies the conformations of two peptides derived from myoglobin, for which the emulsification behaviour has been studied. Both peptides were found to readily adsorb onto the air-water interface, with one of these (experimentally the more e↵ective stabiliser) adopting a flat, extended conformation, with the other peptide remaining close its solution conformation.
Introduction
Containing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids proteins are intrinsically amphiphilic molecules and readily adsorb onto hydrophobic interfaces, such as the air-water or oil-water interfaces. This is typically associated with conformational change, 1 as the protein ⇤ To whom correspondence should be addressed rearranges to allow the core hydrophobic residues to come into contact with the hydrophobic medium, and so is typically avoided in most biological situations. For a small number of proteins, however, adsorption at interfaces is a key part of their function and these have evolved a number of strategies for interfacial adsorption. These include the amphiphilic surface structure of hydrophobins 2 or specific conformational changes seen in proteins such as ranaspumin, 3 latherin, 4 or lipase. 5 Non-surfactant proteins are also found to adsorb onto liquid interfaces and these are commonly used as foam or emulsion stabilisers, 6 with milk and whey proteins being used in food and other consumer products. Alongside naturally occurring proteins, the behaviour of a number of designed peptides, such as the LK-peptides 7 and AM1, 8 at interfaces have been investigated. As well as being important in identifying and designing proteins for applications, study of protein conformational change at liquid interfaces also addresses fundamental questions regarding protein function outside of native environments.
Due to this scientific and technological interest the behaviour of proteins at liquid interfaces has been the subject of extensive experimental investigation. Tensiometry and rheological measurements have been extensively applied to the study of proteins at liquid interfaces; while these cannot give direct insight into protein structure changes in interfacial properties they can be used to indirect infer changes in protein conformation, e.g. changes in viscosity and elasticity through the formation of interfacial gels or crystals. The tertiary structure of proteins, for example the thickness of adsorbed layers, has been examined through X-ray 9 and neutron reflectivity. 10 In some cases this layer thickness can be related to changes in protein conformation; for example the change in thickness of the protein Rsn-2 3 at the air-water interface measured through neutron reflectivity is commensurate with a change in structure from a closed to open conformation at the air-water interface. Secondary structure can be investigated using circular dichroism and IR spectroscopy. In particular the development of refractive indexed matched emulsion circular dichoism (RIME CD) 11 and synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) 12 has allowed for the quantitative determination of protein secondary structure at emulsion interfaces. Application of this to a number of di↵erent proteins 13, 14 has shown that secondary structure change of proteins at oil-water interfaces depends on the nature of the oil-phase and on the specific protein sequence.
Alongside experimental measurements molecular simulation has been used to investigate the adsorption of proteins on liquid interfaces. Due to the system sizes involved, these have typically involved the investigation of systems containing single proteins, probing the initial stages of interfacial adsorption or in determining adsorption free energies. Both atomistic [15] [16] [17] [18] and coarse-grain models 19, 20 have been used, the latter being more computationally e cient and due to their simpler parameterization capable of investigating the link between protein surface structure and interfacial behaviour. 20 Atomistic models by contrast are capable of modelling protein structural change at interfaces, giving some insight into protein function such as biomineralization 21 and catalysis 22 at interfaces. The combination of atomistic simulations and neutron reflectivity has proven to be increasingly common, 23, 24 as the simulations can give direct insight into protein structure that can be used to rationalise the NR measurements.
The limited timescales that simulation is able to address has limited their utility in modelling large scale protein conformational change at interfaces. As changes in conformation related to function, such as the lid opening in lipases, 25 occur over times greater than tens of nanoseconds simulations in excess of 100 ns are typically required to study these. Changes in protein conformation can also be rare events, for which a significant waiting time is necessary before they occur. Novel simulation methods, such as replica exchange 26 or accelerated molecular dynamics, 27 have often been used in studies of proteins in bulk solution, and have recently been applied to the study of EAS 28 and Rsn-2 at interfaces. Similar methods have also been applied to the investigation of proteins and peptides at soft surfaces, such as self-assembled monolayers. 29, 30 As its structure has long been known myoglobin 31 has been regarded as a model protein.
It has a well defined tertiary structure consisting of eight alpha helices (Figure 1(a) ), enclosing the functional heme group. The primary function of myoglobin is the transport of molecular oxygen through its binding to the heme group. This is located near the protein surface, allowing for contact between ligand and heme group, although a conformational change occurs upon oxygen binding. This structural change is aided by the flexible structure of myoglobin due to its lack of disulphide bonds. Many of its helices are amphipathic leading to adsorption at hydrophobic interfaces and its interfacial and emulsifying properties have been the subject of a number of studies. 14, 32, 33 Due to its lack of disulphide bonds it is less stable at interfaces then other commonly studied proteins, such as lysozyme, which was confirmed using synchrotron radiation circular dichroism measurements. 14 In order to obtain a better understanding of the relation between the protein structure and interfacial function Poon et al studied apo-myoglobin (myoglobin without the heme group) and a number of peptides derived from this. 32, 34 Using cyanogen bromide to cleave after methionine residues, two easily purified peptides (1-55 and 56-131) were found. Within the full protein the second peptide largely encompasses the heme group, which is bonded to the N✏ atom in the imidazole sidechain of residue 93. This helps stabilise the structure of this section of the protein, in which the helices are less amphipathic than in the first peptide .
Comparison between these and apo-myoglobin, showed that peptide1-55 was an e↵ective emulsifier whereas peptide56-131 performed more poorly. 32 As these are fragments of a larger protein, which in of itself has not evolved to function at liquid interfaces, these are interesting test cases for the studying the relationship between protein structure and interfacial conformation. They are more complex than de novo designed sequences, such as the LK peptides, and so may be expected to show more complex behaviour, more applicable to naturally occurring peptides and proteins. Comparison between these two peptides shows that they have similar proportions of hydrophobic amino acids (45% for peptide1-55, 43% for peptide56-131) but the distribution of hydrophobic amino acids within these di↵ers with peptide1-55 exhibiting a more amphiphilic character than peptide56-131 ( Figure 1(b) ), which was suggested as the cause of their di↵ering emulsification properties. 32 In this paper atomistic molecular dynamics simulations have been used to investigate the structures of these two peptides at the air-water interface. While they both readily adsorb onto the interface, peptide1-55 can undergo a significant tertiary structure change upon interfacial adsorption. By contrast peptide56-131, which is the poorer emulsifier, only exhibits only a small change in structure. Replica exchange with solute tempering (REST) simulations reveal that both these peptides can adopt a number of distinct conformations at the interface; for peptide1-55 adopts a flat conformation, maximising its interfacial area and potentially leading to favourable interfaces with other adsorbed molecules. The stability of these di↵erent conformations relies on the interplay between interfacial free energy and intramolecular interactions.
Simulation details System and methodology
The starting configurations for the peptides in bulk water were taken from the myoglobin crystal structure (pdb: 1MBN 31 ). Initially these fragments were placed in a cubic water box.
The charges on the ionisable residues were set appropriately for pH 7. Na + or Cl ions added to neutralise the system (no additional counter-ions were added). Peptide conformations from the bulk simulations were used as starting structures for the air-water simulations;
for both peptide three separate air-water simulations were performed, using conformations spaced 10 ns apart. These were placed in the centre of a cuboidal water box (size 7 nm⇥7 nm⇥5 nm) and then the box was extended up to 15 nm in the z direction.
In order to improved the sampling of peptide conformations at the air-water interface replica exchange with solute tempering 37, 38 (REST) is used. This is a modification of replica exchange 26 where only a subset of the system, in this case the peptide, is run at di↵erent temperatures, which corresponds to scaling the peptide-peptide and peptide-solvent interactions by factors of T i /T and p T i /T , where. T i is the temperature of each replica. Compared to standard REMD this is needs fewer replicas to cover a given temperature range. For each peptide one REST simulation was performed (taken from the end point of the first NVT simulation). In total six simulations were performed for each peptide (one in bulk solution, three at the air-water interface at 298 K, one at the air-water interface at 350 K, and one REST simulation). Across these di↵erent simulations the total simulation time was 6.7 µs.
It should be noted that in recent years a number of other methods for accelerating the sampling of protein conformations, such as metadynamics or accelerated dynamics, have been developed. 39 While these can be competitive if not more e cient than replica exchange, they typically require knowledge of the change in protein structure (e.g. through the collective variables used to bias the dynamics). In this study the di↵erent interfacial conformations were not known a priori and so REST was a more suitable choice.
The simulations were performed using the Gromacs molecular dynamics package. 40, 41 For the REST simulations version 4.6.3 using a modified version of PLUMED 38, 42 was employed, with Gromacs 5.0 used for the other simulations. Standard gromacs tools were used to create the simulation input files. The Gromos54a7 force field 43 was used along with SPC water. 44 Van der Waals and real-space electrostatic interactions were truncated at 10Å.
Long-range electrostatic interactions were accounted for using PME; 45 reciprocal space grids of 40⇥40⇥40 cells and 44⇥44⇥96 cells were used for the bulk and air-water simulations respectively.
Bulk simulations were performed in the NpT-ensemble and the the air-water simulations in the NVT-ensemble. In both cases temperature was controlled using a velocity rescaling algorithm 46 (relaxation time 0.1 ps) and for the bulk simulations pressure was controlled using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat, with relaxation time 2 ps. Bond lengths were constrained using the LINCS algorithm. 47 All systems were energy minimized using the steepest descents algorithm, followed by a short NVT simulations (20 ps) with the heavy atoms in the peptide constrained to their initial positions. Following this short NVT, and for the bulk systems NpT simulations (both 20 ps), without constraints on heavy atoms were performed.
For the REST simulations 6 replicas were used, with scaling factors =1.0 (298 K), 0.968 (307.74 K), 0.938 (317.80), 0.908 (328.19 K), 0.879 (338.92 K), and 0.851 (350 K). This range of temperatures was chosen to encompass the major changes in peptide conformation at the air-water interface, which for both peptides occurs below 350 K (see below). In acceptance rates were typically 20%-30% (Table S1 ). In order to monitor the convergence of the REST simulations the running average of the populations of the di↵erent states was calculated ( Fig.   S1 ). For both peptides the populations of the most occupied states had reached constant values prior to the data gathering stage of the simulation (last 100 ns).
Analysis
The simulations were analysed using a combination of standard gromacs tools, VMD, and custom written python scripts, using the MDAnalysis library. 48 Potential energy contributions ( Table 2) were found using the rerun option of mdrun. Representative structures for the di↵erent interfacial conformations were determined using the g cluster tool using the Gromos criteria, 49 with R cut = 3Å. The position of the air-water interface, for determining the protein and residue centre-of-mass separations, was determined from the Gibbs dividing surface, found following Vink et al. 50 To estimate the surface area a grid of points is placed on the air-water interface, defined by the Gibbs surface with the area being estimated from the number of grids points that were within a cut-o↵ distance from a protein atom, given by the van der Waals radius+1.4Å(the van der Waals radius of water oxygen). The partition free energy was found by summing the water-air transfer free energies 51 for each amino acid whose side-chain centre of mass was in the air (z > z interf ace ). Simulation snapshots were generated using VMD, 52 with the STRIDE algorithm 53 used for secondary structure assignment. Python scripts used in the analysis may be obtained on request from the author or via the website (http://www.nuigalway.ie/softinterfaces).
Results

Solution structures of peptides 1-55 and 56-131
For peptide1-55 the initial extended structure, consisting primarily of two ↵-helices, rapidly contracts into a globular structure. The principal moments of the gyration tensor (R i G ) are 7.23Å, 5.95Å, and 5.50Å, showing that it adopts an approximately cylindrical shape. From the simulation snapshots and secondary structure analysis the two main ↵-helices (residues 4-19 and 22-35) remain largely intact, with the second helix shrinking slightly, but the angle between the decreases so they lie close to parallel. The third helical region in the initial structure (residues 36-42) disappears with a new region of ↵-helix appearing (residues 44-48). Due to this rearrangement of helical residues and the change in tertiary structure the number of residues in ↵-helices decreases from 36 in the initial structure to 31, with a slight increase in random coil to accommodate the rearrangement of the helices. Overall the main secondary structure components of peptide1-55 in bulk water are ↵-helix 56.1 %, turn 17.4 %, and random coil 24.9 %.
Due to its larger size structural change for peptide56-131 occurs over a longer timescale.
While for the first 90 ns of the simulation the radius of gyration and its two largest eigenvalues remain largely constant, these show significant fluctuations. After 90 ns the radius of gyration and its largest eigenvalue suddenly drop, indicating a transition to a shorter, more compact structure. This the radius of gyration then remains constant with smaller fluctuations. Two of the helical regions (residues 59-95 and 101-119) remain largely intact throughout the simulation. The central helix (residues 81-95), however, decreases in size with the residues towards the C-terminus end converting to turn. This central helical region is significantly less hydrophobic than the outer two, which may reduce the stability of the helix in solution. In the full protein the link to the heme group is also contained within this region and removal of this may also reduce the stability of the helix. Overall the main secondary structure components of peptide56-131 in bulk water are ↵-helix 63.6 %, turn 14.5 %, and random coil 21.3 %. This represents a significant decrease in the ↵-helix content compared to the starting conformation (taken directly from the full protein), for which the ↵-helix content is ⇠ 80 %.
Both peptides 1-55 and 56-131 readily adsorb onto air-water interface When placed in the centre of the water slab peptide1-55 rapidly adsorbs onto the air-water interface ( Fig. 3(a) ). For all three replicate runs this occurs within approximately 10 ns, which is comparable to the time expected for the peptide to reach the interface under di↵usive motion. The di↵usion coe cient found from the bulk simulations is D = 8.22⇥10 3 nm 2 ps 1 so the time expected for the peptide to reach the interface (given a slab width L z = 5 nm) under di↵usive motion is
This suggests that there is little or no energy barrier to interfacial adsorption. Due to the small number (three) of simulations performed this should not be regarded as a prediction of the adsorption rate for this peptide, rather simply to observe that it falls into the timescales that would be expected for purely di↵usive motion. Additionally no attempt is made to determine the adsorption free energy from these simulations. Free energy calculations, using methods such as steered molecular dynamics, 54 adaptive biasing force, 55 or metadynamics, 56 may be used to calculate this; however, this is outside the scope of the present study. After this the behaviour of the peptide for the first ⇠200 ns of the simulation is similar for all the replicate runs with the peptide sitting approximately 7Åfrom the interface. Analysis of the individual residue positions ( Fig. 3(b) ) shows that that N-terminus of the peptide (including the first ↵-helix) and the loop joining the two remaining helices lie closest to the interface, with the remaining helices remaining more distant. Throughout this period both the tertiary and secondary structures of the peptide remain largely unchanged, similar to the solution structure. By contrast the first run, which showed no change in the z com throughout the simulation, R G and its parallel and perpendicular components remain approximately constant, with values close to those of the solution structure. The di↵erences between the simulation runs suggests that peptide1-55 can adopt multiple conformations at the air-water interface. This change in conformation can also be seen in simulation snapshots ( Fig. 3(d) ). In the flat conformation the rearrangement of the peptide allows for more of the hydrophobic sidechains to move out of the water, in contrast to the compact state where these are largely confined to the peptide core.
As in bulk solution the secondary structure is dominated by three ↵-helical segments, approximately residues 6-18, 26-35, and 44-52, with small segments of turn. In all three replicate runs ( Fig. 3(e) ) there is a short segment, approximately residues 44 to 48, switches between turn and 3 10 -helix (typically 55 % of the time turn, 40 % 3 10 -helix). This section corresponds to a section of ↵-helix found in the crystal structure of myoglobin missing in the solution structure of peptide 1-55. While there is some variation between the di↵erent runs the overall amount of ordered structure increases compared to the solution structure, with proportion of random coil decreasing from ⇠25 % to ⇠ 20 % (Table 1) .
For peptide56-131 more variation is seen in the time needed for adsorption to the airwater interface. In two of the replicate runs this is again very rapid (⇠ 10 ns) which is again comparable to the di↵usive timescale (D = 5.07 ⇥ 10 3 nm 2 ps 1 giving t dif f = 12.6 ns), while for the remaining run adsorption takes significantly longer (⇠ 50 ns). Again this should not be regarded as quantitative prediction of the adsorption rate, rather a suggestion that adsorption is most likely purely di↵usion limited. Once adsorbed the location of the peptide relative to the interface also varies between the replicate runs; either it lies close to the interface (with z com ⇠ 5Å), it lies far from the interface (⇠ 15Å) or it initially lies far from the interface before switching to a closer location. In all cases the peptide adsorbs through its centre (approximately residues 75-105), with the adsorption of the N-terminus end of the peptide to the interface begin associated with the closer adsorption seen in runs 1 and 3. For all the replicate runs the C-terminus end of the peptide remains further away from the interface, consistent with the less hydrophobic character of this end of the peptide ( Fig. 1(b) ). Unlike peptide1-55 adsorption of peptide56-131 close to the interface is not associated with significant changes to the radius of gyration (Fig. 4(c) ), with R G and its parallel and perpendicular components remaining close to their solution values across the simulation.
More variation in R
G is seen in the second run in which the peptide lies further from the interface. From the relative invariance of R G it can be deduced that the changes in R xy G and R z G correspond to changes in the orientation of the peptide, rather than its structure. This can also be seen in the eigenvalues of the gyration tensor which remain close to the solution values throughout the simulation (Fig. S2) . In both the first and second runs the peptide initially attaches normal to the interface, with the protein reorienting itself after ⇠ 120 ns for the first run. This di↵erence in orientation can be seen in the simulation snapshots ( Fig. 4(d) ). The secondary structure changes more upon interfacial adsorption than peptide1-55, with the helix in contact with the interface (residues 82-96) becoming shorter, which leads to an overall decrease in the proportion of ↵-helix (Table 1 ). Molecular dynamics simulations of isolated myoglobin helices shows that this helix is relatively unstable. 57 (Fig. 5) . Starting from the end of the first simulation run for peptide1-55 a change in the tertiary structure can be seen, with the peptide adopting a flat structure as seen for the second and third simulations. This suggests that the two di↵erent states seen in the 298 K simulations are separated by an energy barrier, which may be surmounted at higher temperatures. Similar to the 298 K runs the peptide secondary structure remains largely unchanged relative to the solution structure. For peptide56-131 (also starting from the end of the first simulation) the radius of gyration and its parallel and perpendicular components remain largely unchanged but it shows a marked decrease in ordered secondary structure. One of the interfacially adsorbed helices (residues 82-97) largely disappears across the simulation. The 104-116 helix also gets smaller and moves closer to the interface, with the peptide overall exhibiting a flatter structure. 
Both peptide1-55 and 56-131 adopt multiple conformations at airwater interface
To assess the coexistence of the di↵erent interfacial conformations of peptide1-55 REST simulations 37,38 were performed. From the radius of gyration the existence of three di↵erent interfacial conformations can be seen ( Fig. 6(a) ), with frequent transitions between these (all discussion in this section refers to the = 1 as this is the only physically relevant replica). These frequent transitions can also be seen in the supporting movie peptide1-55 airwater REST.avi. The two-dimensional probability distribution P (R xy G , R z G ) shows that the conformations seen correspond to a compact state, with similar size to the solution structure, and to two extended (extended 1 and 2) conformations. The two extended conformations are di↵erentiated by R xy G , with the second, less common state (extended 2) being more extended in the plane of the interface (Fig. 6(b) ). For the two extended states R z G are essentially identical, similar to the value for a single ↵-helix suggesting that these correspond to di↵erent arrangements of the helices at the air-water interface.
Comparison of representative structures for these di↵erent states shows that the compact state is similar to the solution and run1 conformations. The two extended conformations have similar structures with the two main helices lying parallel to each other. These di↵er by the presence of a short helical segment (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) present in the first extended state and absent in the second and by the location of the final helix (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) . In the more common state this also lies parallel to the other helices, which maximises its non-bonded interactions with the rest of the peptide. In the second extended state it lies at an angle to the main body of the peptide; this increases the surface area occupied by the peptide but at the cost of decreasing favourable non-bonded interactions between this helix and the rest of the peptide.
The secondary structure of the three di↵erent conformations is similar, the first extended having an additional short segment of ↵-helix (residues 38-42) that is absent in the other conformations, but which is present in the crystal structure. As well as the ↵-helix content increasing the distribution of these changes relative to the solution state. Compared to the solution state the first helix is somewhat shorter, while the ↵-helices near the C-terminal end grow. While this end of the peptide is overall more hydrophilic than the N-terminus end the growth in helices here allows the hydrophobic residues in this region to partition into the air.
Examining the probability distributions of R G and its parallel and perpendicular com- ponents shows that the peptide predominately adopts one extended state. The free energy di↵erence between the compact and extended states, found using F (R G ) = k B T ln P (R G ) (see Fig. S3 ), is ⇠ 1.87 kcal mol 1 (⇠ 3 k B T ), showing that there is only a slight difference in energies between these. In a similar way the barrier between the compact and extended states can be estimated as 20.99 kcal mol 1 (Table 2 ) and the changes in the partition and interfacial free energies ( F partition and F interf ace = A occupied where = 54.6 mN m 1 is the air-water surface tension for SPC water 58 ) can help to identify the di↵erent contributions to the stability of the di↵erent conformations. The compact structure has the lowest interaction energies of the di↵erent conformations due to its more compact structure. The interaction energy for the second extended state is slightly higher than the first, reflecting the reduction in the attractive interactions due to the placement of the 44-53 helix. The extended states are stabilised by the partition and interfacial free energies, which are both substantially lower for the extended states than for the compact one. It should be noted that the calculated surface area (⇠ 335 REST simulation of peptide56-131 confirms that the structural change at the the airwater interface occurs over a longer timescale than for peptide1-55 ( Fig. 7(a) ). The histogram of R G has three di↵erent regions; a peak at about R G ⇠ 12.2Å, which corresponds to the compact solution structure, a smaller peak centred around R G ⇠ 13Å, and some highly extended conformations with R G > 14Å. Similar peaks are seen in the R xy G and R z G histograms. The two-dimensional probability distribution (Fig. 7(b) ) shows that the slightly extended state is extended in the perpendicular direction, suggesting that it occupies a slightly smaller interfacial area while penetrating further into the water. The most extended states lies flat at the interface. Unlike peptide1-55 significant di↵erences in the secondary structure are seen between these di↵erent states, with regions of ⇡-helix appearing in the compact 2 state and the extended state exhibiting a significant decrease in the ↵-helix content. Also unlike peptide1-55 the compact structure, closest to the solution structure, is the most commonly found. The REST simulations continue the trend of decreasing ↵-helix content seen in the NVT simulations with the ↵-helix content being ⇠20 % lower than in bulk solution ( Table 3) .
The slow decrease in the ↵-helix may be responsible for the longer timescales over which the structural change occurs, compared to peptide1-55. The more extended states have even lower ↵-helix contents (⇠10-15 % lower than the compact state), which may also be seen from the representative snapshots (Fig 7(b) ). As for peptide1-55 the compact state has more favourable interaction energy than the extended state, due to the close contact between the di↵erent helices. The partition free energy is lowest for the the compact 2 state; the desire to lower the partition free energy may drive the change from ↵ to ⇡-helix seen in this state.
Reflecting their larger sizes the compact 2 and extended states have higher interfacial areas, while the most compact state has low intramolecular interaction energies ( Table 2 ). Using P (R G ) the free energy di↵erence between the two compact states ⇠ 1.85 kcal mol 1 ( Figure  S4 ), but unlike peptide1-55 there is only a small free energy barrier between these two states, which is consistent with the higher probability of finding the peptide in this state. The more extended states are found only rarely in the simulation (0.1 % of conformations). Similar to the most extended state for peptide1-55 while these occupy a significantly higher interfacial area these have significantly weaker intramolecular interactions. 
Discussion and conclusions
The conformation of proteins at liquid interfaces determines their use in a number of industrial and biotechnological applications, as well as a number of biological processes. The di culty in determining protein structure in these environments, however, has limited our understanding of protein function at interfaces. As the complex tertiary structures of proteins can make elucidating the relationship between biomolecular structure and interfacial function it is common to study simpler peptides, either de novo designed or fragments from larger proteins. In this paper the behaviour of two such peptides, derived from myoglobin, are studied at the air-water interface using molecular dynamics simulations.
While these two peptides share some structural similarities, having similar proportions of hydrophobic residues and forming compact, ↵-helical structures in solution these exhibit very di↵erent behaviour at the air-water interface. Peptide1-55, which was found to be an e↵ective emulsion and foam stabiliser, was found to adopt an extended structure at the interface. This maximised both the interfacial area it occupies and the partitioning of hydrophobic residues into air. Using REST the coexistence of both extended and compact conformations was found. These were found to be close in energy, with the free energy di↵erence between these ⇠3 k B T , but the barrier separating these states is likely to be significantly higher. Di↵erent e↵ects are found to stabilise the di↵erent states with the compact state being stabilised by favourable intramolecular interactions, while the extended state is favoured by interfacial and partition free energies. The transition between compact and extended forms at the airwater interface is similar to that seen for the biosurfactant protein Rsn-2. 3 This peptide also has an increase in ↵-helix content at the interface. The second peptide, which is a poorer emulsifier, was found to remain close to its solution structure. While REST simulation found an extended conformation this was significantly less common and in this case there was a decrease in the ↵-helix content, with the central helix in particular becoming smaller. This is consistent with previous computational work which examined the isolated myoglobin helices in solution, which found that that helix was easily destabilised. 57 In the full protein additional non-bonded interactions between the peptides studied in this work exist, so the conformations of these regions in the full protein may di↵er from the free peptides. Nevertheless neutron reflectivity 34 has shown that myoglobin and apo-myoglobin form layers at the air-water interface of similar thickness to peptide1-55 (⇠ 12 16Å), suggesting that at least parts of the full proteins undergo similar structural rearrangements.
Interfacial conformation can also be a↵ected by interactions between proteins, in particular in denser monolayers, which is beyond the scope of this work. This can lead to the formation of protein fibrils at liquid interfaces and other higher order structures. The conformation of individual peptides is of interest as this gives insight into the initial stages of interfacial adsorption, in particular conformational changes, which plays a role in determining their further aggregation and assembly.
The di↵erences in the conformations of these peptides at the air-water interface allows for the development of a model for their di↵erent emulsification behaviour. By forming a more extended state peptide1-55 occupies a larger interfacial area per peptide (⇠ 335Å 2 compared to ⇠ 250Å 2 ) so fewer molecules would be necessary to cover a given interfacial area, leading to a higher emulsification activity. This was observed in the experimental studies of peptide1-55 and 56-131, which showed that the the mean droplet diameter for peptide1-55 stabilised emulsions was substantially smaller than for peptide56-131 (4.8µm against 7.6µm), so the total interfacial area in the peptide1-55 stabilised emulsion is 58 % larger. Crucially, this increase in the area stabilised by the peptides was too large to be explained purely by the larger number of peptide1-55 molecules, suggesting a higher occupied area per peptide. The di↵erence in the interfacial conformations of the peptides may also lead to the formation of di↵erent monolayer structures at interfaces, illustrated schematically in Comparison between these peptides allows us to test some observations regarding the interfacial behaviour of proteins. Studies of simple model peptides have often shown that adsorption at interfaces leads to the formation of ↵-helices in otherwise disordered peptides. 17 While SRCD measurements show that some proteins, including ↵-lactoalbumin 59 andlactoglobin, 60 also increase their ↵-helix content at liquid interfaces this is not universal as others, including lysozyme, 13 show a decrease. SRCD measurements of myoglobin 13 showed that the ↵-helix content deceases at oil-water interfaces, although circular dichroism measurements of myoglobin at the air-water interface show that the change in secondary structure there is pH dependent. 33 The di↵ering changes in ↵-helix content seen in the two peptides studied here further demonstrates that the conformational changes at interfaces are dependent on the protein sequence. For peptide1-55 creation of additional ↵-helix allows for the hydrophobic residues in the more hydrophilic C-terminus end to partition into the air, increasing the overall proportion of ↵-helix. By contrast the ↵-helical content of peptide56-131 decreases upon absorption at the air-water interface with the helices in contact with the interface becoming smaller. For peptide1-55 the presence of di↵erent conformations with similar secondary structure suggests that it may adopt a 'molten globule'-like state at the air-water interface, while peptide56-131 does not show such a state. Previously such a state was suggested for ↵-lactalbumin leading to improved interfacial activity. 61, 62 In the case of ↵-lactalbumin SRCD measurements ruled this out, 59 the present work suggests that the existence of the molten-globule state is possible for particular proteins.
As with all molecular dynamics studies the choice of force field may influence the conformations found. The Gromos family of force fields, 43, 63, 64 as used in this work, has been used in a large number of previous studies of proteins at liquid interfaces, often giving results that are in good agreement with experimental studies. This has been parameterised against hydration and solvation free energies of amino acid sidechain analogues and so would be expected to give a good description of the partitioning of residues between water and air , one of the main drivers for interfacial adsorption and conformational change. Nevertheless the complex nature of the makes the accurate modelling of molecular structure in this environment challenging and future work will investigate the performance of polarizable water models on the conformations of peptides at interfaces. This emphasises the importance of quantitively validating the results of simulation work through experimental measurements.
Changes in protein secondary structure at liquid interfaces may be investigated using circular dichroism, in particular SRCD and RIME CD, and FTIR, which would provide a direct test of the results in this paper. Due to the presence of a number of aromatic amino acids in the studied peptides, fluorescence spectroscopy 65 may also be used to investigate the partitioning of these residues between the water and air.
( Table S1 lists the acceptance probabilities for replica exchanges in the REST simulations.
II. ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITIES FOR REST SIMULATIONS
For both peptides these were typically 20 %-30 %, within the typical range for replica exchange simulations. Table S1 Acceptance probabilities for REST simulations of peptide1-55 and 56-131 at air-water interface.
III. GYRATION TENSOR EIGENVALUES FOR PEPTIDE56-131 AT THE AIR-
WATER INTERFACE
Shown in Fig. S2 are the gyration tensor eigenvalues for peptide56-131 from NVT simulations at the air-water interface. The values of these are similar for all three replicate runs and are similar to the values from bulk simulation. This indicates that this peptide exhibits only a single, globular conformation in the NVT simulations, suggesting that the di↵erence in R xy G and R z G arises due to changes in peptide orientation rather peptide conformation.
IV. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION AND FREE ENERGY FOR PEPTIDE1-55
The free energy di↵erences between the di↵erent states can be estimated from the prob-
To aid this P (R G ) is approximated by the sum of three Gaussians
with the coe cients listed in Table S2 . From Fig. S3 this is a good approximation to the simulation probability distribution around the two main peaks in P (R G ). F (R G ) can then Figure S2 Gyration tensor eigenvalues for peptide56-131 at air-water interface at 298 K for run 1, 2, and 3 (left to right). Black denotes R 1 G , red R 2 G , and green R 3 G .
be used to estimate the free energy di↵erence between the compact and extended 1 states (⇠ 1.87 kcal mol 1 ) and the barrier separating these (⇠ 20.99 kcal mol 1 ). Table S2 P (R G ) fitting parameters for peptide1-55.
V. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION AND FREE ENERGY FOR PEPTIDE56-131
As for peptide1-55 the probability distribution P (R G ) may be used to estimate the free energy di↵erence between the two states. For peptide56-131 can be approximated by the sum of two Gaussians
with the coe cients in Table S3 (the population of the extended state is so small it is neglected in this analysis). From F (R G ) the free energy di↵erence between the two compact states is ⇠ 1.85 kcal mol 1 and the barrier is ⇠ 2.28 kcal mol 1 . 
